
Scientific Drawing Instructions
Drawing from a microscope Drawing from a real specimen using a 

hand lens

1. Draw a circle to represent the field of 
view - this is what we call the viewing circle 
you can see on the microscope. Write a 
title for your drawing. 

2. Focus the image and record the  
magnification underneath your drawing
(e.g. eyepiece is x10 and objective lens is 
x10, so magnification is x100)

3. Draw exactly what you see, trying your 
best to place the cells in the correct  
location within your circle.

4. You do not need to fill up the entire  
circle - just 3 to 4 cells will do.

5. Include some of the important details 
(e.g. a cell nucleus) but you do not need to 
draw ALL the details. 

6. Label important structures by using 
straight horizontal lines to the right of 
your drawing. Do not use arrows or sloped 
lines. 

1. Use a ruler to measure the longest and 
widest part of your specimen. Write these 
values down.

2. Repeat these steps for each smaller  
segment of your specimen. (e.g. head,  
thorax, abdomen, wings, legs for insects)

3. Choose an appropriate scale to draw 
your image. The drawing and labelling 
needs to fit on a sheet of paper. Scales to 
use include 2:1, whereby you are drawing 
your specimen twice as big, or 3:1 which is 
three times as big.

4. Using your chosen scale, draw the  
longest and widest lengths of your  
specimen. These should form a  shape 
and will be used as a guide for your  
remaining sketch.

5. Mark your other recorded details from 
step 2 along these lines using boxes to 
show the width and length of each body 
section. Your drawing will look like a pile of 
boxes for a little while!

6. Using your boxes as a guide, carefully 
sketch the shape of each body section  
using smooth lines. Mark important details 
in each section e.g. eyes. Do not shade or 
colour.

7. Label important structures by using 
straight horizontal lines to the right of 
your drawing. Do not use arrows or sloped 
lines. 

8. Give your drawing a title and record 
your scale beneath your drawing.



Scientific Drawing Instructions
Drawing from a microscope - example:

Drawing from a real specimen using a hand lens - example:


